Parking + Building Directions
We are located at:
2727 Allen Pkwy #1200
Houston, TX 77019

Eastbound
From Allen Parkway take the Waugh Dr exit right. Go straight through the Waugh Dr intersection. Turn right into Entrance 3.

Westbound
From Allen Parkway take the Waugh Dr exit ramp right. Make a U-turn at the Waugh Dr intersection. Turn right into Entrance 3.

Parking Garage
Enter the parking garage using the second entrance on the right, following the blue signs for visitor parking.
Building navigation.

Security Check-in

After parking, take the elevator to Level P. Exit the elevator and go to the security desk. Tell the attendant that you have an appointment with Forthea to be given a visitor badge. Be prepared to show a photo ID.

You can now pass through the security checkpoint using the barcode on your visitor badge. The barcode reader is on the top of each checkpoint gate.

Elevators

Follow overhead signs for Wortham Tower (take the hallway to the right of the security checkpoint).

Use the first set of elevator bays labeled 2-13. Select floor 12 (the Forthea office is the entire floor). Enter our suite through the glass doors, which are unlocked during business hours. A member of the Forthea team will be there to greet you.

Leaving

From the Forthea office, take the elevator down to PL (plaza level).

Take the hallway back toward the security checkpoint where you checked in. Use your visitor badge to pass through the checkpoint gate as you did when entering. (Optionally, you may turn in your visitor badge, or keep it.) Take the elevator down to basement level.